Maghull and Lydiate U3A – Digital camera group

Camera composition tips
1 subject, 6 ways to shoot it

Using different viewpoints and lenses can dramatically alter the look of your photographs. In this
tutorial we’ll share some of our best in-camera composition tips and show you how to take one
subject and shoot it six different ways for varying effects.
Framing your shots isn’t just about using the rules of photo composition such as leading lines,
the rule of thirds or including foreground interest. Simply changing position and experimenting
with different focal length lenses are two of the best ways that you can get new and more
interesting shots.
We all fall into the habit of using similar viewpoints when shooting, so here’s an exercise that will
help you break this habit and take more successful photos.
Find a simple, static subject such as a building, photograph it from the first viewpoint that you
find, then find six more viewpoints and compositions.
The key to this is exploring the area and keeping an open mind when it comes to framing and
composition. If you are struggling to see new viewpoints, fit a different lens and try again.
For example, if you would normally shoot the subject with a wide-angle lens, fit a telephoto one
(or use a zoom at its longest focal length), find a viewpoint that suits that focal length.
Remember that different lighting conditions can also transform your shots, so wait for sunset (or
get up early and arrive at sunrise), and you will find that the direction and colour of the light can
inspire you to try a completely different type of shot to one that you would take during the day.

Composition No. 01 The classic approach

Shooting with the wide end of a standard zoom, from a distance that allows you to capture the
subject without tilting the camera, will give a technically good image.
Following classic composition rules such as the rule of thirds and including foreground interest
enhances the shot.

Composition No. 02 Get in close

A dramatic way to shoot many subjects is to get in close and use a wide-angle lens.
This closer viewpoint enables you to exaggerate the perspective between near and far objects.
Tilt the camera for more extreme results.

Composition No. 03 Use shallow depth-of-field

Find one subject some distance from your main one. Select the widest aperture available on your
lens, and the longest focal length that will get both the foreground and background subjects in
shot.
Then carefully focus on the foreground subject to give a blurred background.

Composition No. 04 Show the surroundings

You don’t always have to fill the entire frame with the main subject. Try shooting from a more
distant viewpoint to include the surrounding area and put your subject in context.
This shot shows that the church is perched on top of a cliff, with the sea visible in the distance.

Composition No. 05 Compress perspective

The perspective in your images is determined by your viewpoint. Shooting a subject from a
distant viewpoint will make the subject appear much closer to the background, effectively
compressing the perspective.
Because of this, in order to fill the frame with the subject you’ll need to use a telephoto lens.
Telefauxto
If you haven’t got a telephoto lens but still want to get the compressed perspective look, just
shoot the subject from a distance with the longest lens that you have available.
You can crop the image to get exactly the same effect as using a longer lens, although you will
lose resolution.
This is because the effect is simply down to your distant viewpoint, and the lens just magnifies
the subject to allow you to fill the frame.

Composition No. 06 Go for the wide view

You can also use a wide-angle lens when you are further away to give you a panoramic view of
the whole area around the subject.
This shot was taken at sunset – waiting for different lighting conditions is another way to
completely transform the appearance of your images.
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